Join the leading organizations working with Hitachi Vantara for their data infrastructure needs and unlock maximum value from your hybrid cloud environment with our industrial expertise. As a trusted partner to thousands of customers like you for over 50 years, our passion is to continue to push innovation, so you can progress without interruption.

The Evidence

Why customers choose Hitachi for their hybrid cloud infrastructure:

1. Full-stack management with single-pane-of-glass management for hybrid cloud infrastructure, including hyperconverged and converged systems, and common management from edge to core to cloud.
2. Flexible to deploy and optimize workloads on the infrastructure that delivers the best SLOs—from HCI, to SAN or public cloud.
3. Accelerate service delivery with policy-based cloud provisioning.
4. Automate firmware and driver upgrades, including full-stack upgrades including switches for stress-free lifecycle management.
5. Innovate with a seamless cloud powering your business 24/7, and increase capacity with ease by adding HCI, SAN or HCI Mesh.

Customer Benefits

Hitachi UCP RS in Action

Example: A customer wants to build apps faster and simplify infrastructure management. Hitachi Solution:

- Infrastructure Services
  - vVols
  - Virtual Storage Platform
  - UCP Advisor
  - SDDC Manager
  - Common Storage Policy-Based Automation
- Tanza Services
  - Virtual Storage Platform
  - Unified Compute Platform HC
- IT Operations
  - Developer
  - SAP HANA
  - Databases
  - Microsoft apps
  - Virtual desktops
- Government
  - Financial Services
  - Technologies

Faster time to production, with an integrated solution, powered by VMware Cloud Foundation. Intelligent automation reduces infrastructure licensing and deployment complexity, enabling a fully automated environment with unprecedented speed and efficiency.

Future proofs cloud, core and edge with a powerful modern architecture powered by latest Intel 3rd gen processors and Optane 2nd gen SSD.

rapid-delivery-architecture and cloud.

fail-safe performance delivered by the same Intel 3rd gen processors and Optane 2nd gen SSD maximizes app performance.

Government Financial Services Technologies

Manufacturing Utilities

Built on a trusted Hitachi-VMware partnership, key use cases for Hitachi UCP RS might include:

- Flexible private and hybrid cloud
- Infrastructure Services
- Tanza Services
- UCS Advisor
- SDIC Manager
- Converged Storage Platform
- Virtualization
- VNF
- Virtual Storage Platform
- Unified Compute Platform HC
- IT Operations
- Developer
- SAP HANA
- Databases
- Microsoft apps
- Virtual desktops
- Government
- Financial Services
- Technologies

We Are Hitachi Vantara

We guide our customers from what’s now to what’s next by solving their digital challenges. Working alongside each customer, we apply our unmatched industrial and digital capabilities to their data and applications to benefit both business and society.
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More than 85% of Fortune 100 organizations trust Hitachi Vantara with their data infrastructure needs.